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Once upon a time, close to the kingdom of Bayrnathi, there was a village where one thousand carpenters lived. They had lived there happily for a very long time but now they experienced many difficulties such as not enough employment or food, and they were heavily into debt. They decided to leave their village and search for a new location where they could have a better life. So they built a big ship and sailed away, taking their families with them.

One day, far out at sea, they saw a small island. When they arrived on the shores of the small island, they explored the island and found that many different kinds of fruit trees grew there, and there was enough rice and water for everyone. As they wandered around, they met a man who had been shipwrecked on the island long before their arrival. He welcomed the carpenters and said, “Dear friends, there is plenty of food on this island, there are no dangers here, but there is something very important you all need to know about this island. It is guarded by the nats, Spirit Beings. The nats hate to see the garbage that human beings produce every day. If you want to live peacefully here, don’t litter. Makes deep holes in the sand, burn and bury your garbage in the holes and after that, make sure you cover the holes up with lots of sand.”

The carpenters decided to settle and make their homes on this island. Among the one thousand carpenters were two leaders. One was the leader of five hundred carpenters and the other was the leader of the other five hundred. One of the leaders was wise and the other was foolish.

After they had lived on this island for some time, the foolish leader and his carpenters made alcohol from sugarcane. They were joyful, sang and danced and they kept on drinking. They became so drunk that they no longer cared about their environment. They threw garbage all over the place and they did not bother to burn and bury it.

The irresponsible behavior of these human beings made the nats very angry. The nats agreed on a plan together. “In fifteen days we will cause a tsunami and let the high waves clean the beaches and get rid of these irresponsible people as well.” However, among the nats, there was a nat who was especially kind and loving. She did not want the people to die. She appeared on a cloud to warn the carpenters. She advised them to leave the island before the fifteenth day. Unfortunately, soon after she had spoken, a cruel and harmful nat came on another cloud. The cruel nat said, “Don’t believe what that nat told you. She said that because she does not like
human behavior or human beings. But don’t worry, just keep on living and playing here as usual. Remain here, you are not in any danger.”

The wise leader thought about what the two nats had said. He called for a meeting with all the carpenters and said, “Friends, I think we should build boats and get ready to leave before any danger comes our way. If the first nat spoke the truth, we will then be able to leave in our boats as soon as the water rises. And if the second nat spoke the truth, we can keep the boats in a safe place and continue to live here as before.”

The foolish leader did not agree. He said, “Friend, you just want to make us do more work for nothing. The first nat hates us. We should believe the second nat because she loves us. Why should we leave this beautiful, peaceful island? There’s no need to build boats!” Then the foolish leader ordered his five hundred followers not to build boats and they were happy to obey him. They just kept on feasting and drinking and enjoying themselves.

However, the wise leader helped his five hundred carpenters build boats. Then they stocked the boats with food and water. His followers listened to his advice and continued to make all the other preparations necessary for their departure. On the fifteenth day, just as the first nat had warned them, the sea level got higher and higher and the waves flooded the shore. As soon as the people were waist high in water, the wise leader told his followers to get into their boats and sail away from the island.

But the foolish leader and his followers were not disturbed. They said, “Oh, the nats are only cleaning the beach. The water will stop rising after it reaches waist level. It can’t go higher than that.” However, the sea level didn’t stop rising. The waves rose higher and higher and soon the water was up to their shoulders, then up to their heads, then over their heads and finally even covered the tops of the tall coconut trees. The foolish leader and all his followers were drowned.

Notes

This story was told to Ahmay by her grandmother when Ahmay was a small girl in Burma. Both Ahmay and her grandmother are from the Karen tribe. Ahmay’s father is a leader in Burma trying to establish a peaceful life for the Karen. He is working to bring about a ceasefire between the military troops and the ethnic peoples such as Karen, Shan and Kachin. Like the majority of the Karen in Burma, Ahmay and Moe Moe are Buddhist. The story shows how Karen Buddhist traditions were a strong influence in shaping their values. There are deep meanings in this story. The story cautions us to learn the lessons from wise leaders just as the five hundred carpenters listened to their wise leader. Good people pay attention to those who are wise. The story illustrates that one should associate with the wise and not with the foolish. There is also a deep meaning about living in balance and harmony with the earth in a respectful way and not spoiling the environment with our garbage.

Bayrnathi: In this story Bayrnathi refers to a kingdom that may have existed in the time of Buddha over two thousand years ago, Buddha died in about 400 B.C.E.

Karen: the Karen are one of many ethnic minorities in Burma. There are now over ten thousand Karen in Minnesota. The Karen suffered decades of persecution from the Burmese military.
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Nat (spirit): Nats are spirits in Burmese Buddhist beliefs. There are the great nats and there are the lesser spirits of trees, water, mountain, island, ocean, house, school and buildings. Almost all of the 37 Great Nats were human beings who met violent deaths.
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